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Abstract—Nowadays, electrical energy is the alternative
to supply aircraft systems. In this paper a new converter
for ground power units supply in aircraft applications is
proposed. The topology consists of a rectifier with an active
current injection circuit linked to a three level neutral point
clamped converter. The design procedure is detailed in
this paper showing the principal requirements for the safe
operation of the converter. Simulation results validate the
satisfying performance of the proposed system.

Resumen— Hoy en dı́a, la energı́a eléctrica es la alternativa
para suministrar sistemas de aviones. En este artı́culo
se propone un nuevo convertidor para el suministro de
unidades de potencia en tierra en aplicaciones de aviones.
La topologı́a consiste de un rectificador con un circuito de
inyección de corriente activo conectado a un convertidor
de tres niveles con enclavamiento del punto neutro. El
procedimiento de diseño se detalla en este documento,
mostrando los principales requisitos para la operación segura
del convertidor. Resultados de simulación validan el buen
desempeño del sistema propuesto.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently it is preferable to use electrical energy to replace

pneumatic, hydraulic and mechanical means to feed aircraft

systems such as utility function, flight control actuation, and

environmental control systems. This option presents the ben-

efits of decreased weight of the aircraft, reduced necessity

for support equipment in ground as well as maintenance and

expanded reliability.

Ground power units (GPUs) are considered as power

supply for aircrafts in military and civil aviation, ships, radar

and others. The machinery is meant to be established in

airports and employed as the electrical power supply for

airplanes during refueling and loading operations. This is

preferable with the goal of reducing costs, because the power

can be converted on the ground in a cheap and efficient way

than burning jet fuel on the airplane. The main application

of this equipment is to turn off the auxiliary power unit

(APU) of the airplane to decrease air contamination, noise,

maintenance revision of the APU or inclusive engine start-

ing.

The main challenges for these supply systems are:

• To provide 115[V] operating at 400[Hz] irrespective of

the load.

• To minimize the impact of input current on the electri-

cal system of the aircraft, they must be with reduced

harmonic content.

• In order to minimize reactive power requirements a

high input power factor must be accomplished.

• To maximize power density to reduce the weight and

size.

At the beginning, ground power units used optimized

modulation techniques which deleted or minimized the total

harmonic distortion and therefore decreasing the size for

output filters. As analyzed previously, various inverters op-

erating at reduced switching frequency are included through

certain transformers to produce an output voltage of 12,

24, or even 48 pulses. The control of these converters are

complex, having a slow dynamic response to load steps.

Nowadays to ensure the operation with highly nonlinear

loads and unsymmetrical and/or single-phase loads require-

ments are mandatory issues to be accomplished.

In [1], [2] three different topologies (12-pulse rectifier,

three-level two-level three-phase rectifier) have been com-

pared for applications in future more electric aircraft. The

comparison was done in terms of volume, weight, power

density, switching losses and efficiency. This comparison

showed that active system depicts the promising of an incre-

ment of the power density with higher switching frequency

and/or reducing volume of passive devices, in particular,

the three-level rectifier is considered as the most suitable

solution.

To improve the performance of the equipment, several

control techniques have been presented. Among them it

is possible to find sliding mode control, selective har-

monic control, dead-beat (DB) control, repetitive control,

proportional-integral (PI), optimum state space control,

proportional-resonant (PR) control, feed-forward control,

among others [3]–[7].

In [8] the classical configuration for a GPU which is



formed by an uncontrolled AC-DC converter with a con-

trolled DC-AC converter is presented. Only simulation re-

sults are showed with a space vector modulation scheme for

the inverter side. A dual-loop proportional-resonant (DLPR)

method is presented in [7]. The technique has the advantage

of restricting load disturbance with fast dynamic response.

In [9] a resonant controller is presented for the operation

of a 400[Hz] ground power unit considering the computation

delay to keep reduced THD of the output voltage. In [10]

a new control strategy is introduced using resonant con-

trollers for the operation in parallel of 400[Hz] converters in

ground power units (GPUs) for aircrafts. Parallel operation

is required when a single equipment cannot meet the power

requirements. It is observed that the phase, frequency and

amplitude of the output voltages in the inverters must be

carefully controlled (specially when resonant controllers are

used) because even a reduced phase difference among the

parallel inverters could generate huge circulating current.

The proposed control strategy retains the benefits of using

resonant controllers and high power sharing performance

even with small impedance [11]–[14]. In [15], an individual

voltage-loop with harmonic controller is presented to get

a better waveform of the output voltage for a three single-

phase H-bridge inverter with a multi-limb output transformer

with Y-Y connection. A digital control method is proposed

in [16] to mitigate load disturbance maintaining low THD

and compensating computational delay. The technique uses

resonant controllers designed as IIR filters to remove 3rd,

5th and 7th harmonics. All these papers include only the

control for the inverter but the rectifier and transformer are

not deeply discussed.

In [17] a single-phase AC-AC matrix converter (SPMC) is

used to obtain a constant 100[V]-400[Hz] output waveform

despite of the perturbations in the load or supply. Classical

modulation schemes for this converter are sinusoidal pulse

width modulation (SPWM) and equal pulse width modula-

tion minimizing the harmonic distortion.

The design, as well as the control and implementation of

a three-phase GPU for aircraft servicing is presented in [18],

[19] using a three-phase matrix converter where an output

LC filter is considered at the output side. A four-leg matrix

converter with an output LC filter is proposed to be used as

a 400[Hz] aircraft ground power unit (AGPU) in [20], [21].

A resonant controller and a single loop repetitive voltage

controller are considered to regulate the converter in order

to obtain a fixed load frequency and voltage independent of

the load present on the aircraft grid using optimal Venturini

and SVM techniques. One important issue that has not been

considered in these papers, is that no isolation and EMI filter

considerations are provided.

In this paper a new ground power unit for aircraft appli-

cations is proposed. A detailed description of the topology

as well as the procedure design will be introduced in the

following pages.

II. PROPOSAL OF A NEW AIRCRAFT GROUND POWER

UNIT

A. General Description

The new architecture is presented in Fig. 1. The proposed

topology correspond to a three-phase AC-DC rectifier with

an input active filter circuit. This rectifier is linked to a three-

level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) converter connected to an

isolated transformer which generates the required 115[V]

with 400[Hz].

The three-phase rectifier with input active filter circuit was

first proposed in [22] which consists of two active networks.

The shaping network is implemented with a half-bridge

inverter commutation at high switching frequency. In this

network a current-mode control generates the third-harmonic

current which is synchronized with the AC mains.

The injection network is formed by three bidirectional

commutation devices working at low frequency and an

inductor. Only one of them must be turned on at avery

time, nonetheless a short overlap along the control signals

is necessary to prevent over-voltages due to the inductive

characteristic. With these switches, it is possible to select

the path of the inductor current to be added to the respective

phase, generating a sinusoidal source current with a reduc-

tion in the conduction losses. The negative output voltage

terminal is linked to the mains via a diode of the lower half

bridge of the diode rectifier. Thus, no common mode voltage

is being generated with the switching. The third harmonic

injection rectifier shows a low implementation effort but

without a control of the output voltage which is directly

determined by the diode bridge rectifier exhibiting a six-

pulse waveform at each cycle.

B. Modulation of the Rectifier with Input Active Filter

The current injection circuit is modulated at low fre-

quency, following the input voltages of the rectifier consid-

ering that the active current injection occurs at any time into

only one network phase based on Table I. The bi-directional

switches of the injection circuit connects the filter inductor

to the input phase with the lowest absolute value, allowing

the operation with low power and losses. The magnitude

of this injection current is defined by the output power of

the converter. When the input active filter is disabled, the

input currents flow through the diode bridge only and they

are highly distorted. When the input active filter is enabled,

the inductor current iL is injected through the bi-directional

switches, achieving sinusoidal input currents.

TABLE I
MODULATION OF THE CURRENT INJECTION CIRCUIT

Sector Sa Sb Sc

0◦-60◦ 0 1 0
60◦-120◦ 1 0 0
120◦-180◦ 0 0 1
180◦-240◦ 0 1 0
240◦-300◦ 1 0 0
300◦-360◦ 0 1 0

The switches of the half-bridge operate at high switching

frequency. They are connected at the other end of the

inductor and are used for the control of the input active filter

inductor current iL. With this input active filter inductor

current iL, the source currents present a sinusoidal waveform

and in phase with their respective source voltage.
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Fig. 1. Proposed topology for a new aircraft ground power unit

C. Inductor Design

The inductance value of the proposed converter is de-

signed at the commutation frequency of the shaping net-

work, considering:

L ≤
√
3× va,rms

4 × fs ×∆i
, (1)

where va,rms is the voltage rms value, fs is the commutation

frequency, and ∆i is the desired inductor current ripple.

By considering a ∆i = 25% of the maximum current

circulating through the inductor iLy,max, where iLy,max =
IN/2, with IN the amplitude of the input current (IN =
P/VN ).

For a power of P = 10[kW], VN = 480[V], ∆i =
2.6[A] and a switching frequency fs = 36[kHz], the

inductor value L is given as

L ≤
√
3× 480

4× 36000× 2.6
≤ 2.2[mH ] (2)

D. Capacitor Design

The capacitor C is designed considering to limit the rise

of the diode bridge output voltage. A reasonable margin is

to establish the maximum voltage ripple ∆v around 2.5%

of the diode bridge output voltage.

C ≤
IN

2×∆v × fs
(1−mmin), (3)

with mmin the minimal modulation index.

In this work the maximum voltage ripple was selected as

∆v = 1.5% of the diode bridge output voltage. Therefore,

C ≤
2.6

2× (0.015×
√
3× 480)× fs

(1− 0.5) ≤ 12[µF ]

(4)

By considering a series connection of the capacitors, it is

obtained

C =
C1 + C2

C1 × C2

[µF ] (5)

Assuming that C1 = C2, thus

C =
C1

2
[µF ] (6)

E. Modulation for the NPC Inverter

The output state considers a three-phase neutral-point-

clamped (NPC) inverter with a delta-star isolation trans-

former. For simplicity, the NPC converter operates in an

open loop. A compensation for the total DC-link voltage

variation (six-pulse shape) is included in the modulation

scheme.

It has been observed that there is no significative differ-

ence on the output side even when DC-link voltage presents

large oscillations due to the injection of current im through

the mid-point of the capacitors (when no minimization of

im is considered). This effect produces large variations of

voltage that reduce the operating range of the output voltage

and can introduce low frequency harmonics.

The modulation of the inverter considers the minimiza-

tion of the mid-point current im in order to reduce these

oscillations of the capacitor voltages in the DC-side.

F. Output Filter Design

The design of the output filter must accomplish the

specifications regarding the quality of the output voltage

waveform, dynamics and conducted electromagnetic inter-

ference (EMI). Based on Fig. 2, the following requirements

have to be met:

• Peak-to-peak output voltage ripple ∆vout bellow 1.0%

of the nominal output voltage peak value, according to

standard MIL-STD-704F. This is defined as ∆vout ≤
4.6[V].

• Peak-to-peak filter inductor current ripple ∆iL bellow

30% of the nominal output current peak value. For this

case ∆iL ≤ 6.4[A].

• Maximum small signal output impedance Zout max.

It is selected as 3.5 times higher maximum output

impedance, Zout max ≤ 3.5[Ω].
• Meet the standard according to MIL-STD-704F for

conducted emission level.

• Additionally, the output filter should have minimum

weight, minimum value, minimal cost and/or minimal

losses.
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The design concept of the output filter, is to interpret the

requirements previously mentioned into boundaries of the

Lf -Cf plane. Other restrictions like the maximum reactive

filter capacitor current can be considered in the Lf -Cf plane.

By following the guidelines presented in [23], it is possible

to obtain the optimal parameters for the filter and also to

evaluate the promising advantages of several filter topologies

(single-stage or multi-stage filters).

As demonstrated in [23], no design space exits in a single-

stage output filter based on the mentioned requirements

because the other requirements cannot be met at the same

time EMI criterion. In order to solve this issue, there are at

least four principal alternatives to define a common design

space:

1) Diversified bridge-legs per phase could be operated

interleaved and linked in parallel to a single-stage filter.

2) It is possible to increase the voltage level numbers to

decrease the high frequency output voltage ripple.

3) Diversified bridge-legs per phase can be linked and

operated hard in parallel to a single stage filter.

4) Output filter number stages can be increased to get

higher attenuation for higher frequency components

(>150[kHz]) in the output voltage.

In order to save volume and cost, option 4 is selected by

considering a two-stage output filter. n and k are scaling

weights of the second filter stage which can be chosen to

obtain the smallest total filter volume. Based on the analysis

done in [23] (which was made using commercial informa-

tion), the smallest filter volume is Vf,min =209.2cm3 and

it is obtained for n = 0.01 and k = 0.9. As depicted in

Fig. 1, in order to avoid resonances produced at the second

filter stage, a parallel Rd-Ld damping filter is added. Ld is

selected as Ld =nLf/2.

The maximum ripple of the output voltage is given by eq.

(7).

∆vout =
m(1 −m)vdc
16LfCff2

s

≤ 4.6[V ] (7)

where m corresponds to the modulation index and fs is

the switching frequency established as fs =36[kHz]. As

observed, ∆vout is equivalent to the DC-link voltage vdc
and inversely equivalent to the commutation frequency.

The maximum ripple of the inductor current can be

determined as:

∆iL =
m(1−m)vdc

2Lffs
≤ 6.4[A] (8)

It is observed that this expression does not depend on

Cf , the filter capacitance value. The ripple of the current

∆iL is equivalent to the DC-link voltage vdc and inversely

equivalent to the commutation frequency.

The maximum output impedance is defined as:

Zout =
Lf

2(1−m)CfZin

≤ 3.5[Ω] (9)

where Zin = vdc/(2∆iout). The output impedance is linear

equivalent to the ratio along the filter inductance and the

filter capacitance Lf/Cf .

In addition conducted emission are considered based on

Fig. 2 where the maximum distortion spectrum of a 115[V] -

400[Hz] system based on the standard MIL-STD-704F [24]

is presented.

Finally, a maximum reactive filter capacitor current is

considered where the peak value of the reactive current is

defined by

ic,max = woCf

√
2vout,n ≤ 3[A] (10)

with wo = 2π400.

By using a commutation frequency of fs = 36[kHz], it is

possible to obtain the following parameters that accomplish

with the different design criterion:

• Lf1 =574[µH]

• Cf1 =3.58[µF]

• Lf2 =5.74[µH]

• Cf2 =3.22[µf]

• Ld =2.87[µH]

The damping resistor Rd is obtained based on [25]. The

selection of Rd that reduces the peak output impedance, for

a given selection of Ld is detailed by:

Rd = RoQopt (11)

where

Ro =

√

Lf2

Cf2

(12)

Qopt =

√

r(3 + 4r)(1 + 2r)

2(1 + 4r)
(13)

with r = Ld/Lf1. Thus Rd = 1.21Ω.

G. Isolation Transformer

The output filter is connected to a delta-star isolation

transformer. The reason behind the delta-star connection is

because with this connection it is possible mitigate the effect

of load imbalances and distortions.

Np

Ns

= a (14)

Vs =

√
3vo
a

(15)

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to validate the performance of the proposed

topology and the design of converter’s components, sim-

ulations have been done in Gecko Simulation software.

Three cases are considered: first when no input filter and no

injection circuit are considered; second, when is evaluated

the operation with an injection circuit and no input filter

and finally, when both input filter and injection circuit are

included.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the results for the first case. In Fig.

3 is evident that when no input filter and no injection circuit

is considered, the source currents isA are highly distorted

which is an undesired effect (Fig. 3b). A good balance of

the DC-link capacitors vdc1 and vdc2 is observed in Fig.

3c. On the load side, the load current iu and load voltage

vu show a sinusoidal waveform accomplished the desired

voltage which has been established as 115[V] - 400[Hz]

(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Simulation results without input filter and injection circuit: a)
source voltage vsA[V]; b) source current isA[A]; c) capacitor voltages
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Fig. 4. Simulation results without input filter and injection circuit: a) IAF
current iL[A]; b) load current iu[A]; c) load voltage vu[V].
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Fig. 5. Simulation results without input filter: a) source voltage vsA[V];
b) source current isA[A]; c) capacitor voltages vdc1[V], vdc2[V].
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Fig. 6. Simulation results without input filter: a) IAF current iL[A]; b)
load current iu[A]; c) load voltage vu[V].
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Fig. 7. Simulation results without input filter: a) source voltage vsA[V];
b) source current isA[A]; c) capacitor voltages vdc1[V], vdc2[V].
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Fig. 8. Simulation results: a) IAF current iL[A]; b) load current iu[A];
c) load voltage vu[V].

The performance of the proposed converter when the

injection circuit is considered but not an input filter, is

depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As expected the source current

isA presents a sinusoidal waveform but highly distorted

(Fig. 5b). Similarly to the previous case, a good balance

of the DC-link capacitors vdc1 and vdc2 is observed in

Fig. 5c. An almost triangular waveform is obtained in the

inductor current circulating through the injection circuit

as indicated in Fig. 6a, which is necessary to impose a

sinusoidal waveform at the input terminals. Again, the load

current iu and load voltage vu show a sinusoidal waveform

which accomplished the desired voltage which has been

established as 115[V] - 400[Hz] (Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c).

Finally, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 display the simulation results of

the proposed converter, operating with the input filter and the

injection current circuit. As expected, the performance of the

proposed topology produces a sinusoidal source current isA
with a low harmonic distortion due to the injection circuit

and the input filter. Similarly to the two previous cases, the

DC-link capacitors vdc1 and vdc2 keep balanced all the time,

Fig. 7c. In Fig. 8a is observed the inductor current through

the injection circuit. Sinusoidal load current iu and voltage

vu are observed Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new AC-AC topology for ground power unit supply

in aircraft applications has been presented in this paper.

The proposed converter is based in a AC-DC converter with

an injection current circuit linked with a three-level neutral

point clamp converter connected to an isolation transformer



to generate 115[V] at 400[Hz]. The design of the different

components that create the converter are detailed. Simulation

results have demonstrated the correct performance of the

converter.
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